
 

Every effort has been made to allow reasonable access to the park.  

Due to the number of different structures and activities at BeWILDerwood  

Cheshire, each area needs to be assessed to individual needs.  
 

We have onsite parking that is completely free for our WILD explorers. This 

includes disabled parking, which is located closer to the Grubbles Greeting 

Gates, our Twiggle Team will ensure extra spacing is allowed either side of 

cars parked here. 

 

As we’re in a natural woodland environment, the pathways are naturally 

bumpy in places.  

The path around the park is made up of a layer of aggregate then hardcore, 

this is then flattened to ensure its secure and flat for all our visitors. 

Our Treacherous Trail is made of wooden decking boards and is 1.5 meters at 

its narrowest point. It is easily accessible for wheelchairs. 



We have 3 sets of toilets around the park. Each set has a disabled               

toilet with larger doorways, rails, and extra spacing inside.                          

All disabled toilets are DDA compliant. 

 

 

We have a certain amount of play equipment and facilities that have                     

been adapted for disabled visitors.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Our treetop structures/play areas are not wheelchair accessible as              

they are raised with stepped access.  

Areas such as the Toddlewood On The Hill and Tiptoe Valley can easily         

be accessed. Some areas are covered with wood chipping, which may         

make some areas a little bumpy.  

 

Other activities are inclooosive for every explorer such as our               

Storytelling Shows, Crafts and Den Building.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

The Storytelling Stage has seating available at the front of the stage, our 

Twiggle Team can organise seating to accommodate.  

Sorry, no dogs (except guide & assistance dogs of course).  



Our Cosy Cabin & Munch bar are both accessible for wheelchair             

users, with ramp accessibility. The Bizarre Bazaar (gift shop)                        

has ramps on both entrance and exit, with plenty of space and              

smooth levelled flooring. We also have DDA compliant desks                     

near the tills for wheelchair users.

 

 


